Who we

INALCO
Inalco is a family company founded in 1972 in Alcora, a town with traditional links with
the pottery trade thanks to the 18th century creation of the Royal Porcelain and Pottery
Factory: a pioneering production centre due to its revolutionary manufacturing and sales
systems. The legacies of this past history live on, embodied in Inalco’s knowhow and
expertise.

Today, Inalco is synonymous with innovation, exclusive distinction, elegance and
emotions. It specializes in the creation of MDii surfaces, conspicuous for their high
added value, for the fashion, furniture, architecture and interior design sectors.

Inalco’s business philosophy is based on five main cornerstones: ethics, innovation,
quality, service marketing and sustainability.

Style-iin is Inalco’s main identifying hallmark. This distinctive style, based on the concept
of excellence, seeks to “provoke change through global leadership in innovation,
creating new solutions and technological and fashion trends to conquer the future,
generating the greatest differentiation and maximum added value.”

Inalco is a specialist in the design and manufacture of large-format slimline MDi
MDi surfaces
surfaces,
Inalco pioneered the creation of formats up to 160 x 320 cm / 63” x 126”.

The company has an almost worldwide sales network, thanks to a globalization policy
that has extended Inalco’s reach to over 120 countries,
countries with exports accounting for 75%
of its turnover and domestic sales for the remaining 25%.

Today, Inalco’s production plant, logistics centre, showroom and head office in Spain
cover a surface area of approximately 350,000 m2. The company also has a foreign
presence through three subsidiaries: Inalco USA, Inalco Korea and Inalco Italy.
Italy

THE NEW SURFACE
MDii (Minerals, Design, innovation) surfaces represent a whole new breakthrough for
MD
the fields of architecture and interior design.
design

Using nature as its source of inspiration, Inalco creates sustainable products by selecting
the finest minerals and speeding up the natural rock cycle, thanks to an innovative
production process.
process Instead of damaging the environment in search of natural materials
with the perfect design, it simply creates them.

By using H20 Full Digital technology throughout the whole manufacturing process,
total control of the end design is guaranteed, combined with an amazing definition and
unparalleled smooth feel.
feel Through the use of 360º design,
design each new creation’s inner core
and outer surface are fully integrated to ensure visual continuity between the two.

PORCELAIN TILES

Inalco’s motto is Beyond Nature, a concept that encapsulates the very essence of the
company. Right from the outset, Inalco took nature as its creative source of inspiration.
MDii (Minerals, Design, innovation) is made of high-purity minerals, yet its use does not
MD
contribute to the over-exploitation of natural resources.

Using H20 Full Digital technology,
technology the only one of its kind in the sector, Inalco takes
nature as its source of inspiration, improving on the composition and resistance of
natural materials and guaranteeing a longer life. More importantly, Inalco does not
destroy the environment in search of materials with perfect veining–it simply creates
them.

And Beyond Nature goes further than that. Beyond Nature means not conforming
through constant efforts to innovate, pushing back the boundaries and setting new
stimulating challenges that take the company one step beyond.

LANDMARKS IN
INNOVATION
2005: DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY (a sectoral pioneer)
2005

2009: iSLIMM (the first slimline product sufficiently resistant for use on floors)
2009

2012: LARGE-FORMAT iSLIMM WITH RELIEF SURFACES AND TEXTURES
2012

2014: iTOP COUNTERTOPS (20 / 12 / 6 / 4 mm)
2014

2015: FULL DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
2015

2018: H2O FULL DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
2018

2019: MDi (Minerals, Design, innovation)
2019

ECOINALCO
EcoInalco is Inalco’s public commitment to the environment and to society
society. It
encompasses all the human and technological resources directed at preventing the
possible negative impacts of the company’s activities, ongoing controls of manufacturing
processes, and the necessary investment to ensure sustainable development in keeping
with the firm’s principles.
At Inalco, we are aware how important it is for everyone to contribute toward the
development of environmentally friendly practices that allow society to move forward by
creating a better world.

Additional information:
• The use of eco-friendlier, more sustainable water-based inks and glazes,
glazes thanks to
H2O Full Digital technology.
technology
• 35-45% re-use of recycled raw materials.
• 100% recycling of cardboard, plastic and metal.
• 100% re-use of wastewater in the production process.
• 90% recycling of raw materials and by-products from the production process.
• Savings of up to 10 million litres of water a year.

